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The seventh meeting of the Stakeholders' Dialogue on illegal up- and downloading took 
place on the 2nd June 2010, under the chair of Mrs. Fröhlinger. The meeting was 
dedicated to the discussions on technical measures, which could be used to identify and 
prevent violations of intellectual property rights on line.  

The next meeting will take place on the 1st July 2010. This will summarise the whole 
process of the Dialogue and discuss the possible follow-up. The meeting will also focus 
on the economic implications of illegal up- and downloading, including in particular the 
negative effects of piracy on employment. An inventory of studies with economic data 
will be presented. 
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Introduction from the Chair 

The Chair welcomed participants and recalled that the purpose of the meeting was to 
discuss and exchange views concerning technical measures that are available and their 
implications for both ISPs and their customers. The Chair presented the agenda and 
received consent to adopt the summary record of April. 

Presentations by ISPs and rightholders 

ETNO, Michel Bartholomew 

ETNO expressed its continuous support for the protection of copyright and thanked the 
Commission for bringing all interests together. ETNO reiterated its commitment to the 
Dialogue and stressed the need to find effective ways to fight illegal activities. ETNO 
underlined that in their view this could be done best through offering more attractive and 
consumer-appealing legal offers. ETNO doubted if the technical measures could be an 
effective solution to the problem of copyright infringements. 

ETNO underlined that its members do not favour technical measures. ETNO indicated 
that technical measures often have negative side effects, such as, for instance over-
blocking or bandwidth reduction. ETNO also emphasized that technical measures do not 
prevent people of undertaking illicit activities. ETNO underlined that not all P2P 
exchanges are illegal and that one has to be careful with filtering in order not to hamper 
legal P2P. 

It was also noted that the more technical measures are installed by a particular ISP, the 
more subscribers are likely to change provider. Furthermore, ETNO stressed that an 
excessive control on the internet could stop the further development of the internet, 
which will be to the detriment of the society as a whole. 

ETNO concluded that technical measures are not a viable solution and stressed that there 
are economic (ISPs should not cover the costs of protecting business models of other 
economic operators), societal (proportionality issues) and legal objections. 

EuroISPA, Malcolm Hutty 

EuroISPA expressed its objection to network-based measures by underlining that such 
measures do not solve the problem of copyright infringement online; they only make 
them invisible. 

EuroISPA stressed that technical measures could be ineffective, harmful to the network 
(can block access to the networks instead of a particular site) and could be harmful to 
innovation. Each of these concerns was described in detail. 

EuroISPA described different methodologies of filtering and blocking and their 
ineffectiveness by analysing the different levels of proficiency required for avoidance.  

EuroISPA's conclusion was that network-based measures are inherently ineffective and 
that it would be unreasonable to expect ISPs to deploy such measures. 
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IFPI, Jeremy Banks 

IFPI recalled that 19 out of 20 downloads of music files are illegal, out of which 65% 
concern P2P file sharing. 

IFPI explained that ISPs have the capability to exercise certain technical and commercial 
controls over the traffic that is generated by their own subscribers. IFPI explained those 
technical measures which could be used to identify and prevent IPR infringement at the 
network and user level. IFPI provided several cases where such solutions were 
successfully applied. 

IFPI underlined that the best option is to have, in addition to sanctions, a well-
functioning warning notice system (which is in most cases so effective that there is no 
need to apply the actual deterrent). IFPI referred to various research results showing that 
the threat of a sanction is potentially significantly more effective than a warning notice 
alone. IFPI concluded that there are many proven technologies, which allow ISPs to 
prevent the illegal downloading of music files whilst at the same time allowing their 
customers to continue to access 'core' services. Many ISPs already use such technologies 
for traffic management and network security purposes. 

SCPP, Marc Guez 

SCPP presented various technical measures applied in France in the context of the 
Hadopi law, and explained the extent and the circumstances under which the Hadopi 
authority has the power to order such measures. 

SCPP explained also the 2007 Elysée agreement, whereby all major French ISPs agreed 
within 24 months to cooperate with rightholders on possible ways to experiment with 
available network filtering technologies and to deploy those,  if the results of the 
experiments were convincing and the general deployment of these technologies was 
technically and financially realistic. 

SCPP explained that French rightholders performed two series of tests in 2007 and in 
2009 resulting in two technologies validated for the filtering of P2P protocols. These two 
technologies detected more than 90% of P2P traffic (both encrypted and non-encrypted) 
and showed no significant impact on network performance. In the case of VEDICIS 
technology, there was 99,91% of traffic detected and 99,98% of illegal content blocked 
with no impact on the network performance. 

VEDICIS, Theodore Martin 

VEDICIS explained how technology could be used to stop copyright infringements. It 
explained the whole process of detection, identification and actions taken in real time, 
including the associated reporting. It also explained how to deploy VEDICIS technology 
at different points in networks. 

Practical examples were shown of ways to combat copyright infringements through the 
offering of new services, such as, for example, the introduction of a "clean pipe" which 
prevents copyright infringements for all content catalogues, or "Hadopi safe" services, 
whereby internet users allow controls of traffic to avoid any infringement. 

 

MPA, Pascal Hetzscholdt 
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MPA explained in detail the different technical measures operating at network level. 
Further information was provided on measures which could be applied at service level by 
hosting providers and facilitating websites. 

Conclusion  

The Chair summarised the meeting and stressed the usefulness of the discussions 
concerning the practicality, efficiency and proportionality of technical measures, 
although they also highlighted the divergence of opinion between rightholders and ISPs. 

 

The Chair announced the schedule for future meetings: 
 

01/07/2010 inventory of studies with the analysis, diagnosis of the problem 
and conclusion of the Dialogue, with a special note on various 
options. 
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